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JavaScript: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2001
This fourth edition of the definitive reference to  JavaScript, a scripting language that can be embedded  directly in web pages, covers the latest version of the  language, JavaScript 1.5, as supported by Netscape 6 and  Internet Explorer 6. The book also provides complete  coverage of the W3C DOM standard (Level 1 and Level 2),  while retaining...

		

How to Design Programs: An Introduction to Programming and ComputingMIT Press, 2001
This introduction to programming places computer science in the core of a liberal arts education. Unlike other introductory books, it focuses on the program design process. This approach fosters a variety of skills--critical reading, analytical thinking, creative synthesis, and attention to detail - that are important for everyone, not just future...

		

PHP by ExampleQue, 2001
If you already have a good understanding of HTML, and now you want to make
your Web pages do more, then this book is for you!

This book is written to teach Web designers who have never programmed before
or who have little experience programming how to program in PHP. Along the
way, you will pick up important concepts such...





		

Computational Nonlinear Morphology: With Emphasis on Semitic Languages (Studies in Natural Language Processing)Cambridge University Press, 2001
"I would recommend it as a useful source of inspiration for researchers in the field..."   Computational Linguistics     

       By the late 1970s, phonologists, and later morphologists, had departed from a linear approach for describing morphophonological operations to a nonlinear one. Computational models, however, remain...

		

New Directions in Project Management (Best Practices)Auerbach Publications, 2001
Organizations that rely on computing technology for survival understand the critical importance of managing projects that meet strategic goals and objectives. The diversity of business globalization and electronic commerce combined with the unceasing pace of technical change continues to challenge efforts for more proficient project management...

		

Code Centric: T-SQL Programming with Stored Procedures and TriggersApress, 2001

	If you want to learn how to write stored procedures and triggers for Microsoft SQL Server, Code Centric: T-SQL Programming with Stored Procedures and Triggers is the book for you. Youll learn real-world coding and how to build non-trivial applications. All of the examples covered in the book are available for download, making it easier...






		

.NET e-Business ArchitectureSams Publishing, 2001
This book is written for architects and developers preparing to design and build enterprise-scale e-business applications using Microsoft's Visual Studio.NET and .NET Framework. It will guide technical architects and software developers through the design and development of a fully-featured e-commerce application, the gasTIX online ticketing...


		

Pancreatic Cancer (MD Anderson Solid Tumor Oncology Series)Springer, 2001

	The MD Anderson Solid Tumor Oncology series presents cutting-edge surgical treatment and medical therapy for specific sites. This volume, Pancreatic Cancer, addresses epidemiology and molecular biology, inherited syndromes, staging, surgical techniques, multimodality therapy, and emerging therapies. The individual chapters focus on narrow,...


		

MCSE Training Kit—Microsoft Exchange 2000 Server Implementation and AdministrationMicrosoft Press, 2001
This official MCSE TRAINING KIT teaches IT professionals how to set up and support Exchange 2000 Server-as they prepare for the corresponding MCP exam. Topics include planning an implementation or upgrade to Exchange 2000 Server; configuring clients and servers, Internet protocols and services, mail and messaging systems, and security; implementing...





		

Advanced Linux 3D Graphics Programming (With CD-ROM)Wordware Publishing, 2001
Advanced Linux 3D Graphics Programming builds upon the foundation set in Norman Lin's Linux 3D Graphics Programming. This second volume provides programmers who are experienced in both Linux and fundamental 3D graphics concepts with a well-rounded perspective on 3D theory and practice within the context of programming larger interactive 3D...

		

AntiPatterns: Refactoring Software, Architectures, and Projects in CrisisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
"The AntiPatterns authors have clearly been there and done that when it comes to managing software development efforts. I resonated with one insight after another, having witnessed too many wayward projects myself. The experience in this book is palpable." —John Vlissides, IBM Research "This book allows managers, architects,...

		

Red Hat Linux Security and OptimizationRed Hat, 2001
Your Official Red Hat® Linux® Guide to Security and Optimization Reviewed and approved by the experts at Red Hat, this comprehensive guide delivers the know-how you need to improve the performance of your Red Hat Linux system—and protect it from attacks and break-ins. Red Hat Linux expert Mohammed Kabir starts by...
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